Two new active-only sinusoidal oscillator circuits are proposed. The first circuit uses one current feedback operational amplifier (CFOA) and four operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs). The second circuit uses only four OTAs. Without using any external passive elements, voltage (or current) control of the frequency and condition of oscillation, of the two circuits, can be achieved by adjusting the bias currents of the OTAs. The proposed circuits enjoy low sensitivities.
INTRODUCTION
At present, there is a growing interest in designing capacitor-less/ resistor-less active-filters using only active-elements, such as opertational amplifiers (OAs) and operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs). This is attributed to their integratability, programmability and wide frequency range of operation (Abuelmaatti and Alzaher, 1997; Tsukutani etal., 1996) .
Active-only resistor-less/capacitor-less sinusoidal oscillator circuits using two operational amplifiers have, also, been reported (Abuelmaatti and Almansoury, 1986; Bhat and Shah, 1989 Figure 2 shows the simplified models of the OTA (Urbas and Osiowski, 1982) and the CFOA (Svoboda, 1994) . Using the models of Figure 2 , the equivalent circuits of the oscillator circuits of Figure 1 Figure. l(b) enjoys independent control of the frequency and the condition of oscillation.
From Eqs. (7) and (14) it is easy to show that the sensitivities of the However, the output impedance of this circuit is high. This can be solved using the on-chip unity-gain buffer available with the OTA.
The first circuit uses an additional CFOA and enjoys a low output impedance terminal. While its frequency of oscillation can be adjusted using the auxiliary bias current of an OTA without disturbing the condition of oscillation, the condition of oscillation cannot be adjusted using the auxiliary bias current of an OTA.
